Share Your Best Working From Home Photos With Us!

As many of us are adjusting to studying and working from home, we thought it might be fun to see how people are adjusting to their new environments!

Send us your best photos with a caption of your new “working or studying at home” moments so we can share them with the community through social media or our weekly newsletter. Feel free to get creative and share any photos with us that relate to your new daily routine and environment. While all of us are working remotely, it will be a great way to stay connected and see where everyone is throughout the world and share in the experience together.

Three ways to submit your photos:

1. Email your photos with your name and a caption to our Assistant Director of Programs: molly.hampton@yale.edu [1]
2. Tag OISS in your Facebook post: @oissatyale
3. Tag OISS in your Instagram post or story: @yaleoiss
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